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Abstract 

Management system for enhancing transfer of knowledge in wind power industry has not 

received sufficient research attention in recent times. In some cases, the wind power plant 

owner does not control the management system for operation and maintenance activities. 

Most of these wind power plants are under contract and rely upon the turbine vendor to 

perform most of the maintenance works and subsequently share their experience at the initial 

stage of operation.  

This research investigates the management system for the operations and maintenance 

activities of the offshore wind plant in Lillgrund. The research also explores the type of 

learning method that was adopted by the wind turbine vendor (Siemens) to transfer the 

operation and maintenance knowledge to the operator and owner (Vattenfall) within the 

speculated period. It was realized that in the next one year, the Vattenfall would be in full 

control of the operations and maintenance activities of the offshore wind power plant in 

Lillgrund. The co-management arrangement will give Siemens a good reputation and gainful 

experience in the wind power industry. The arrangement is achievable due to Siemens 

strategy to strive for constructive and long-standing relationships with their customer, based 

on trust, respect, and honesty. Vattenfall on the other hand, is aiming to be the partner of 

choice for their suppliers at the same time as best serving their internal customers.  

The provision for the training during the co-management period enables Siemens to 

strengthen their relationship with Vattenfall in this industry. In addition, Siemens also 

maintain close relationship with their customers and develop a large part of their portfolio, 

frequently on site. Vattenfall improves profitability and value creation, as a fundamental 

prerequisite for continued growth. The management systems of Vattenfall can be related to 

professional bureaucracy, this is due to the fact that it was organized to accommodate 

Siemens experts. Vattenfall benefits from the co-management activities of the operation and 

maintenance of the Lillgrund wind power plant for a specific period of time. The outcome of 

the research work has proven that there is an effective time-dependent proportionality for a 

gradual transfer of the technical knowledge of operation and maintenance from Siemens Wind 

AB to the Vattenfall personnel. 

The research started from the perspective of the maintenance method by Swedish standard for 

wind power, and the way things are being carried out in a more practical way in Lillgrund 

plant.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background  
The fear in the industrialized world, as a result of oil crises of 1973, is the concern over 

limited fossil fuel resources with the related effect on the environment. This stimulated a 

number of substantial and government program on research to search for an alternative energy 

source (Burton, Jenkins, Sharpe, & Bossanyi, 2011). Since 1973, there have been many new 

means to develop renewable energy sources namely; solar energy, biomass fuels, hydropower 

and wind power. During the research program, consideration was on threats to the 

environment, and the limitations of the Earth‟s natural resources, air pollution that crossed 

national borders, and constitutes to the increment in the emission of CO2 gases (Burton et al, 

2011). 

Fossil fuels energy source, such as coal, oil and natural gas accounted for approximately 80% 

of global energy source. Though abundant fossil fuels are limited and thus exhaustible with 

great consequence if other sources of energy remain untapped and under-developed (IEA, 

2003). The current state of global warming emanating from carbon-based fossil fuels is 

another reason for increasing effort to develop alternative energy sources. It was suggested 

that in order to reduce the emission levels of carbon, it is necessary to make sure that at least 

10% of our energy should come from renewable sources (Mathew, 2006).  In 2007, the 

European Union stated a policy that by 2020 all the energy from the renewable source should 

be up to 20%. This policy is expected to assist the rapid development of wind energy and 

ambition of reducing greenhouse gas emissions of up to 80% by 2050 (Burton et al, 2011).  

Several efforts have been made by different countries to reduce the environment pollution 

emanating from fossil fuel, and the global decision to decrease their uses is reflected in Kyoto 

protocol (Mathew, 2006). Kyoto protocol is an international agreement linked with the United 

Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, to establish legally binding limitations 

for 38 industrialized countries and the European community, for reducing greenhouse gas 

emission (Fletcher, 2005). 

 

Wind power, as one form of renewable energy sources, produces a clean energy with little or 

no hazard to the environment. It is considered as the most environmental friendly energy 

sources, and unlike fossil fuels, the wind is unlimited (Bilgili, Yasar & Simsek, 2011). All 

forms of energy production have an environmental impact, however the impacts of wind 

energy, such as destruction of environmental aesthetics (visual), noise and sometimes 

hazardous to low flying birds. These environmental impacts are insignificant and manageable 

when compared with the impacts of conventional energy sources (Bilgili et al 2011). Sweden 

among other countries such as Germany, United Kingdom, Netherlands, and United State 

started national wind power research programs with a financial support for research and 

development of wind energy. The first attempt towards developing offshore wind energy was 

taken in Sweden (Ackermann & Söder, 2002) and the first installation on Swedish waters took 

place in 1998 located at Bockstigen site, north of Gotland Island (Bilgili et al, 2011).  

 

In 2007, the cumulative worldwide installed offshore wind capacity has reached 1,471 MW 

and Sweden with 135MW among other four countries namely; United Kingdom (591MW), 

Denmark (409MW), Netherlands (274MW), and Belgium (30MW) were top countries that 

installed offshore wind capacity (Susman and Glasmeie , 2009).  

According to Global Wind Energy Council (2010), the total installed wind turbine capacity 

has increased tremendously in Sweden from 304MW in 2002 to 2,163 MW in 2010. Sweden 
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with the highest proportion of renewable energy source in European Union currently has six 

wind plants with an installed capacity of 15 MW or more in operation, with additional 

ten plants under construction (Global Wind Energy Council, 2010). The Sweden largest 

operating offshore wind plant in Lillgrund is owns by Vattenfall with an installed 

capacity of 110MW. Also, the largest onshore wind plant in Sweden was officially 

opened in September 2010 which was located in Havsnäs with an installed capacity of 

95.4 MW, is producing clean, renewable electricity that can serve approximately 

50,000 households every year, according to Nordisk Vindkraft Press Release (2010).   

1.2 Offshore Wind Power Plant 
Wind energy can be described as a transformation of kinetic energy in the wind into other 

forms of energy. The examples are mechanical work in the water pump and windmills (or 

electric) power in the modern wind turbines (Wizelius, 2006). Wind turbine plants can be 

located either onshore or offshore. The onshore was the earlier form of wind turbine plant 

where the turbine plant is to be installed on the land while offshore is located on the sea. 

Various arguments are surrounding the selection of location for wind turbine plants depending 

on perspective. As a result of some factors that can be associated with use of land such as land 

use disputes and visual impacts, adopting offshore wind power plant is an alternative way to 

avoid these problems. In the wind power industry, there are several actors: manufacturer of 

wind turbines, suppliers of the turbine or vendor, the owner of wind power plant and plant 

operators. In this research, the wind turbines supplier is the Siemens and it is referred to as 

vendor while the owner of the plant and as well as the operator is the Vattenfall.  

Offshore wind turbine plant as another form of wind power plant is located on the sea. The 

demand for it increases due to many advantages when compared to onshore. Among the 

advantages is the availability of location and opportunity of designing bigger turbines, these 

make adopting offshore wind turbine unparalleled. An example is the case of Germany and 

Denmark where the development of onshore wind turbine has reached a stage where getting 

new locations is becoming difficult (Wizelius, 2006). The increment in the growth of wind 

power plant especially in offshore can be attributed to the advantage of availability of space 

and high wind resources (Besnard, Patriksson, Strömberg, Wojciechowski and Bertling, 

2009).  

Offshore wind power was described as a prospective energy production source, particularly in 

this time of global focus on climate change (Utne, 2010). The form of energy that is generated 

from offshore wind power plant does not emit greenhouse gases, and it reduces society‟s 

dependence on non-renewable fossil fuel sources (EWEA, 2009). Among other advantages 

for adopting offshore wind power plant are elimination of visual impact problems and noises 

that are common with onshore. In addition, the designing of bigger turbines can be installed to 

generate more power on offshore wind plant (Breton and Moe, 2009). 

1.3  Problem Discussion 
Despite all the advantages of the Offshore Wind Power Plant (OWPP), there are problems the 

industry is facing in the recent time. These problems can be viewed in three different 

categories, namely; supply constraint, logistical difficulties and technical concerns (Rogers, 

Jackson & Little, 2008).These problems are intertwined and cannot be reduced without 

making references to one another. According to Bilgili et al. (2011), OWPP makes new 

technological demands not only with respect to the development of the wind turbines and with 

their connection to the electricity grid but also with respect to the logistics of transport, 

installation, operation and maintenance.  
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The problems that can be related to each category according to Rogers, Jackson & Little 

(2008) are the supply constraint, which includes reliability and availability of the plant to 

generate power that is expected at a particular period. The reliability can be best explained in 

terms of availability according to Van Bussel (2002). Reliability is best explained as a means 

to achieve a certain availability level that is necessary to comply with the primary goals of the 

wind plant (Van Bussel, 2002). The reliability of wind turbine system is a critical factor for 

any successful wind power plant. Poor reliability directly affected both the project‟s revenue 

stream and reduced availability to generate power due to turbine downtime (Walford, 2006). 

The reliability dilemma exists as a result of different wind turbine models, manufacturing 

quality control issues and as well as different operating environment in term of weather 

condition. Logistics difficulty is another category of problem that is related to means by 

which crew and technicians will be transported for the maintenance work especially on 

offshore location (Marsh, 2007). For offshore, the accessibility is more difficult with the issue 

surrounding access to large and high-rise turbine, when the plant is located further into the 

deeper water (Marsh, 2007). The third category is the technical concern that is related to 

operations and maintenance issue, and the training of personnel. Technicians experience 

during operations and maintenance activities will determine how to find an efficient ways to 

perform routine tasks. These are based on their understanding of the equipment, which is only 

possible by hands-on experience (Walford, 2006).  Furthermore, the training of personnel will 

not only increases their experience but also increases the personnel ability to diagnose 

problems and select the appropriate corrective action to response to any major breakdown on 

time (Walford, 2006).  

Considering all these 3 categories of problems, poor availability can be related to these entire 

problems. It is due to the fact that availability determines the revenue stream of the company. 

It is very important to keep the windmill to run continuously so as to produce power, as any 

breakdown will limit the availability. In an attempt to minimize the breakdown of the plant, 

there is need to have an effective maintenance strategy, and availability can be increased by 

optimization of maintenance strategies (Van Bussel, Echavarria and Tomiyama , 2007). In 

addition, which personnel should be involved and how it will be organized? In order to have 

an effective maintenance for the wind turbine plant, the vendors of the turbines need to be in 

control of the maintenance activities in the organization at the initial stage of the plant 

operation. This will assist the operators/owners to deal with the issue of inexperience 

personnel as they will learn more rapidly as they work hand-in-hand with the experienced 

personnel from the vendors of the turbine. Any arrangement that can enhance the working 

together of both the vendors and owners personnel so as to acquire the technical knowledge 

and experience in the wind turbine plants depend mainly on the management system in the 

organization. Management system is defined as “ the framework of policies, systems, 

processes, and procedures used to ensure that an organization could fulfill all tasks required to 

achieve its defined business objectives” (Pardy & Andrews, 2009, pp 1).  

Since most of the wind power plant are under contract and the owner rely upon the turbine 

vendor to perform most of the maintenance works, the management system arrangement of 

the owner could be in a way that will allow their personnel in any newly established plant to 

acquire adequate technical knowledge from the more experienced personnel of the wind 

turbine vendor. 

Argota (1999) further explained that knowledge could be transferred by moving personnel, 

technology, or by modifying the people (through training). Moreover, the essence of 

management system is also to enable individuals to be located in different divisions so as to 
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develop sequential patterns of interaction, which permit the transfer of their specialized 

knowledge (Argota, 1999). 

Moreover, the transfer of technical knowledge for operation and maintenance activities will 

be executed at the wind plant. These activities can either be on a turbine, or on another section 

of the wind plant infrastructure and the knowledge can be acquired from wind turbine vendor. 

The inclusion of some experienced personnel from the company in charge of maintenance 

(most especially the wind turbine vendor) will play an important role for the transfer of 

knowledge to the personnel of other firm (operators/owners of the wind turbine).  

1.4 Purpose of the Research  
The purpose of the research is to explore the management system for operation and 

maintenance in offshore wind power plant, and to describe category of management systems 

that exist in an organization selected for this case study. In addition, the research will explore 

different kind of maintenance concept and learning processes that exist in offshore wind 

power plant. 

This research can lead us to a better understanding of management system in an organization 

and learning process in the offshore wind turbine plants. This will enable us to see how 

experienced personnel from Siemens Wind AB will transfer the technical knowledge of 

operation and maintenance to the Vattenfall personnel within certain period of time.  

The Research questions for this paper can be formulated as below; 

“At what proportion can effective transfer of the technical knowledge of operation and 

maintenance from Siemens Wind AB to the Vattenfall personnel be at best interest of the 

latter?” 

 “Does an effective time-dependent proportionality exist for a gradual transfer of the technical 

knowledge of operation and maintenance from Siemens Wind AB to the Vattenfall 

personnel?” 

The research questions are constructed in a way that is clear, researchable and links with 

recognized literature. The purpose (to explore the management system for operation and 

maintenance in offshore wind power plant) and research questions have the potential to 

contribute to the knowledge on “management system for operations and maintenance 

activities in offshore wind power industry”. Criteria for evaluation of research questions 

according to Bryman and Bell (2007) must be clear, must be researchable, connected with 

established theory and research, be linked to each other, must have the potential for making a 

contribution to knowledge, and must neither too broad nor narrow. The research questions 

satisfy these requirements.   

1.5 The Structure of the Research  
After stating the research questions, it is necessary to explain how the subsequent chapters 

will be structured in order to answer the research questions. The second chapter is the 

methodology section that explained in details how the research was conducted. In theoretical 

framework, the researchers used the frame of reference concerning the existing theories on 

Operation and Maintenance (O&M), learning process and different arrangement of 

management system. The fourth section presented the findings during the research process 

through the interview and other sources of information. The findings will enable the 

researchers to answer the research questions after the analysis of results. Also, in this section, 
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results are then analyzed. Finally the conclusions and further possible area for research are 

presented in chapter five. 
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2. Methodology 

2.1. Research approach  
Research can be described as a systematic investigation to find answers to a problem (Blaxter, 

Hughes & Tight, 2006). In order to get comprehensive information, either qualitative or 

quantitative approach can be used, depending on the type of research. Qualitative research is 

considered to generate and develop new theories, whereas quantitative research has the aim to 

verify and test previous theories (Bryman & Bell, 2007). In a related context, 

the deductive approach starts by choosing a theory and by developing a hypothesis out of the 

theoretical background that will be later tested when applying it in a real life context (Bryman 

& Bell, 2007). When a deductive approach is used, then a quantitative method is applied. This 

is due to the fact that deductive research aims to study a big sample size out of the population 

and the findings will be generalized. On the other hand, the inductive approach starts from 

looking into empirical data and aims towards developing a theory at the end of the research 

(Bryman & Bell, 2007).  

 

In this research, the researchers used theory at the very least as background to qualitative 

investigation (Bryman & Bell, 2007) and the research later involve tracking back and forth 

between the theory and data. For example, after the collection of some information 

concerning co-management activities and organizational learning process, the researchers 

need to go back and read more theory about co-management and organizational learning 

process. It will enable the researchers to analyse the aspect of the organizational learning 

process and co-management activities during analysis section. It is necessary in order to 

enable the researchers to make sense of their collected data (Bryman & Bell, 2007). The 

process is associated with a qualitative research approach and it is also an inductive approach.  

   

2.2. Research Strategy  
In order to answer the research questions, there is a need to develop a strategy for the research 

paper. These strategies focused on the questions, and explore the most effective and efficient 

ways of answering all related questions (Wilkinson, 2000). There are many strategies that 

could be adopted in carrying out research work such as survey, case study and experiments 

(Wilkinson, 2000). The choice based on the conditions proposed by Yin (1989, p.13) such 

as the type of research question, the control an investigator has over actual behavioral events 

and the focus on contemporary as opposed to historical phenomena.  

 

The case study according to Wilkinson (2000) draws on a specific environment, such as a 

company, and explores the research topic in relation to that company. This research involves 

obtaining the views of the managers which were among the conditions for case study 

(Wilkinson, 2000). The researchers have no control over the events and the focus is on a 

contemporary phenomenon within real-life contexts. Therefore, the three conditions suggested 

by Yin (1989) and Wilkinson (2000) are fulfilled within this study. The authors discovered 

that investigating the research as the case study is justifiable. 

 
One of the main reasons for the researchers to choose just one company is to enable them to 

focus more and do a deeper study on this aspect. Research questions usually lead to a focused 

qualitative answer as proposed under the subject management system for operations and 
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maintenance activities. The research questions have guided the authors for the selection of the 

interviewee and how to structure the interview guide. The interview questions are partially 

open in order to control the quantity and type of data retrieved from the interviews (Bryman 

and Bell, 2007).   

 

2.3. Data Collection 
There are mainly six sources of evidence that are commonly used in data collection process 

such as documents, archival records, interviews, direct observation, participant observations 

and physical artifacts (Yin, 2003). The authors use both primary and secondary types of data 

in the research, which was helpful to get in depth information for the research work. The 

researchers decided to conduct face-to-face interviews as the primary data in addition to 

various related documents, annual reports, etc. as the secondary data. The data collection 

process is further discussed below; 

 
2.3.2.     Primary Data 
The primary data may be collected via interviewing which may be by face-to-face, telephone 

and email. More primary data may also be collected via observations and questionnaires 

(Bryman & Bell, 2007).  
The researchers found that conducting an interview is a suitable and essential source of 

evidence in the study; it offered better interpretations and understanding of the research topic. 

More detail and reliable answers were obtained compared to other sources of data collection. 

In this research, the authors adopted semi-structure interview since it covers a wide range of 

instances (Bryman & Bell, 2007). The method according to Bryman & Bell (2007) refers to a 

context in which the interviewer has a series of questions but it can be able to vary the 

sequences of the questions. This method also helps the researchers during the interview to ask 

further questions in response to what the interviewee replies. The interview process is flexible 

due to the fact that more questions that are not included in the interview guide were asked as 

the interviewers pick up on things said by interviewee. The primary data collected will go a 

long way in assisting the researchers due to the fact that secondary data may not be able to 

answer all the questions and primary data can only be collected during the interview. 

2.3.3.     Secondary Data 
Secondary data sources such as the official websites of the different companies within wind 

turbine industry, and also through documentation provided by the wind turbine 

manufacturers/suppliers were utilized. Theoretical frame work of this research is based upon 

literature obtained from university library, previous theses, books, articles, journals and other 

academic data source. The justification for using all these data sources is to minimize the 

difficulties that are often encountered while accessing some sensitive information from the 

relevant companies and organizations. Bryman & Bell (2007, p, 566) argue that “the difficulty 

of gaining access to some organizations means that some researchers have to rely on public 

domain documents alone. Even if the researcher is an insider who has gained access to 

organization, it may well be that certain documents that are not the public domain will not be 

available to him or her”    

 

2.3.4.     Interview Guide 
The interview guide can be employed to refer to the brief list of memory prompts of areas to 

be covered, that is often employed in unstructured interview or questions to be formulated or 
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asked in semi- structure interviewing (Bryman and Bell, 2007). In this type of interview the 

researcher has a list of questions on specific topic to be covered, this list of questions are often 

referred to as an interview guide. 
According to Bryman and Bell (2007), there are two main types of interview; these are 

unstructured and semi-structured interview. The former is very similar to a conversation that 

the interviewer simply has one question to ask and interviewee can answer freely. While the 

semi-structured interview in which the interviewer has a list of interview questions (interview 

guide) that can cover the interview topic. So, it can guide how the interviewee should respond 

(Bryman & Bell, 2007). During the interview, the interviewer make sure that they maintain 

impression of actively listening to the interviewee, maintaining eye contact and showing 

interest in the interviewee‟s response to all questions (Bryman & Bell, 2007). 

The interview schedule was created in order on the topic areas and it was divided into three 

themes, which are related to the purpose and research questions, namely; the company 

background information, operation and maintenance activities, and monitoring activities. 

These themes are further explained as follow;  

Theme 1: Background information; the background information will go a long way in 

assisting the researchers to find out the company existence which has to do with years of 

experience in the industry. This is why personal interview is very important in order to get 

some vital information about the company. According to Verbruggen, Rademakers, Roots and 

Dersjant (2002), operational experience is mostly considered as „company sensitive‟ 

information and not available in a suitable format for further analysis and feedback. The 

operational experience for companies will assist the company to deal with certain problems 

that newly established companies might be facing especially at an initial stage.  

Theme 2:  Operation and Maintenance of offshore wind turbine plant; the maintenance 

activities such as inspection, preventive maintenance, and replacement of components more 

frequently, increase the direct cost of maintenance. Whereas, the consequences of not 

performing maintenance activities are higher, due to the total showdown of plants for many 

days (Andrawus, 2008) 

Theme 3: Monitoring and emergency activities: monitoring device provides deeper insight 

into how well the turbine subsystems are performing while rotating under load. It can alert the 

maintenance staff to both long-term trends and short-term events that may not be obvious 

with a „spot check‟ (Walford, 2006).  

The third theme reflected what facilitate the transfer of knowledge in the company. According 

to Bryman and Bell (2007) the structuring of the interview guide can highly influence the 

collected data during the interview, and this is one of the aims why the interview should be 

well planned and ready for use before the interviews commence. In addition, due to the 

flexibility nature the interview, researchers are able to include additional questions pertaining 

to way of transferring tacit knowledge during the co-management activities between both 

companies. 

2.4. Background for the selected companies  
In order to collect the appropriate information for the research, the interview was conducted in 

a company with more experience within the area of research. The choice of company was 

made so as to obtain as much information as possible. Arrangement was later made for an 

interview with the service manager in the largest Sweden‟s offshore wind plants in Lillgrund. 

This interview was an `eye opener‟ for us with reference to many facts and figures about the 
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industry. The interview was conducted with the service manager working for Siemens AB 

wind power due to his experience in the service and maintenance department in Lillgrund 

wind plant in particular and in Siemens AB wind power as a whole. The background 

information for the two companies (Siemens and Vattenfall) that were involved in the O&M 

activities in the offshore wind power plant in Lillgrund are discussed below. 

Vattenfall„s vision is to create a strong diversified European energy portfolio and it is one of 

Europe‟s largest generators of electricity and the largest producer of heat. In electricity and 

heat, Vattenfall works in all parts of the value chain: generation, distribution and sales. The 

Group has approximately 38,000 employees. Vattenfall was established in Sweden in more 

than a century ago and the Swedish state is the owner of the Vattenfall AB, which is the 

Parent Company of Vattenfall Group. The geographic focus for its core markets are Sweden, 

Germany and the Netherlands and their 3 main products are electricity, heat and gas. In 2010, 

the total electricity generated by Vattenfall is approximately 172.5 TWh (Vattenfall 

International Website) 

 In order to be a leading European energy company according to their vision, Vattenfall has 

set a challenging ambition, which may only be achieved through efficient and effective 

operations across all the Vattenfall Group. Every year Vattenfall spends billions of Euros on 

the procurement of goods and services to support the delivery of their business activities. The 

procurement means being the partner of choice for their suppliers whilst best serving their 

internal customers. The comprehensive spectrum of different goods and services procured 

ranges from fuel for the generation units to outsourced works and services; from large scale 

investment like turbines to office material and IT solution (Vattenfall International Website). 

Vattenfall accounts for about 50 percent of Sweden‟s electricity and main energy sources are 

nuclear power and hydropower. Vattenfall has 900,000 customers, and it is the nation‟s 

largest regional and local service provider. (Vattenfall Swedish Website) 

 
For over 160 years, Siemens has stood for technological excellence, innovation, quality, 

reliability and internationality. Siemens have installed over 9,000 wind turbines worldwide 

and they are the market leader in offshore wind power with a total output of over 11,500 

megawatts .The company has approximately 405, 000 employees working to develop and 

manufacture products, design and install systems and provide customized solutions (Siemens 

International Website) 

The turbines‟ blades manufactured by Siemens can withstand wind and weather for more than 

20 years irrespective of its location. Siemens comprehensive spectrum of innovative products 

and services ensures plant reliability, improved efficiency and optimal environmental 

performance for their customers, which operating plant assets in the oil and gas, industrial 

processing and heat and power generation industries, and these enable them to gain the 

maximum benefit from their investments (Siemens International Website). 

One of the Siemens core tasks is to ensure highest level of customer satisfaction on their 

products and services. Siemens ensure exemplary conduct on the part of management, 

ensuring that their staff receives the information, support, and training needed to achieve their 

aims. The company enables customers to generate, transmit and distribute electrical power at 

the highest levels of efficiency. They are manufacturer with knowhow, products, solutions 

and key components spanning the entire energy conversion chain. The Siemens portfolio 
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consists of capital goods with long lifecycles and used by their customers for long periods of 

time (Siemens International Website). 

Siemens has been in Sweden since 1893 and has currently about 4700 employees. Siemens 

AB (Sweden) offers products, systems and solution, as well as engineering and service in the 

areas of IT and communication, security systems, medical technology, energy technology and 

traffic engineering. Siemens are located at 40 locations in Sweden, with the headquarter in 

Upplands Väsby (Siemens Swedish Website) 

2.5. Data Analysis  
As the thesis work progressed, the empirical data were updated in order to make the data 

analysis more effective. The only means in which the qualitative data analysis can make a 

significant contribution is by utilizing its theoretical resources in the deep analysis of small 

bodies of publicly shareable data (Silverman, 2006).  

At a later part during the research, the researchers need to upgrade the theories so as to be in 

line with the research new discovery. Although, the researchers are not testing an existing 

theoretical model, but previous studies serve as support in the data analysis. Throughout the 

data analysis stage, researchers make sure that the research purpose and research questions are 

always reflecting in all the researchers thinking and this has helped to focus more on the 

collected data that is relevant for this specific research. 

The data analysis is guided by both the research purpose and research questions, and as well 

as the interpretations of the raw data. Thus, the findings are derived from the findings arising 

directly from the analysis (transcript of the interview) of the raw data and also from the 

company‟s website. 

2.6. Trustworthiness  
The conclusions of the study will be the result of reliability and accuracy of data obtained 

from qualified personnel working for Siemens AB Windpower.  Furthermore the collected 

data were only obtained and then transcribed by the researchers. Empirical findings are 

frequently presented in the form of statements of the respondents and some of the interviewee 

respond reflected in italic form in the empirical findings. It will enable the reader to see the 

“interpretation of raw data” and thus make an own elucidation without the interpretation of 

the researchers. 
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3. Theoretical Framework 

3.1. Operations and Maintenance of wind turbine plant  
After the successful installation of the wind turbine plant, the issue of operation and 

maintenance activities in the plant is now a great concern in the industry. The effectiveness of 

operation and maintenance for wind turbine plant will enhance the capability of the wind 

plant to produce sufficient electricity (Van Bussel, Henderson, Morgan, Smith, Barthelmie, 

Argyriadis, Arena, Niklasson and Peltola, 2001).  

3.1.1. Operations of Wind Turbine Plant  

Operations include activities that could be associated with day-to-day project operation such 

as scheduling site personnel, monitoring turbine operation, responding to turbine fault events, 

coordinating with utility to address restriction or outage issues and so on (Walford, 2006). 

Moreover, operation may also include the usage of Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

(SCADA) system to allow turbine monitoring activities like starting, stopping and resetting 

which are being controlled from a central location. In addition, the operations personnel may 

also involve in an activities that is associated with inventory management, coordinating with 

sub-supplier for site and maintenance, and submitting and tracking warranty claims (Walford, 

2006). Personnel should also be able to collect and interpret performance data for the project 

and generate periodic reports during operation of the plant (Walford, 2006). 

3.1.2. Maintenance Method 

The purpose of maintenance is to enable desired components to perform their designed 

functions (Nilsson & Bertling, 2007). In this paper; maintenance is viewed as any activity that 

is carried out on a component in order to ensure that the component continues to perform its 

intended functions (Dunn, 2005). Maintenance may be defined most effectively by what it 

does and may be categorized as preventive, corrective, monitoring and emergency.  

The maintenance method can be discussed in general since the current maintenance methods 

for offshore are still very similar to that of onshore according to (Van Bussel et al, 2001). 

Nevertheless, there are little difference with the issue of logistic and accessibility to the plant 

location. At the early stage of wind energy industry, maintenance practices of wind turbines 

were mostly reactive maintenance, i.e. the wind turbines will be operated until failure occurs, 

however, as the industry grew, preventive approach was adopted (Lu, Li, Wu & Yang, 2009). 

The maintenance work on wind turbine can be carried out twice in a year according to Van 

Bussel et al (2001). The preventive maintenance on each wind turbine and repair work could 

be carried out as soon as maintenance crew and the equipment are available. In the case of 

offshore, the weather condition will be considered before the maintenance work can 

commence (Van Bussel et al, 2001). 

There are various maintenance strategies options that were developed in the Opti- Offshore 

Wind Energy Conversion Systems (OWECS) study and it includes no maintenance, corrective 

maintenance only, opportunity maintenance and periodic maintenance (OWE 2008). For no 

maintenance strategy, there will be neither preventive nor corrective maintenance other than 

major overhauls in every five years. During this period, few alternatives are by exchanging a 

whole turbine if availability drops below a predefined minimum (OWE, 2008). Maintenance 

strategy for corrective only according to OWE (2008) cannot be carried out until a certain 

number of turbines are down and in this case, there is no need of permanent maintenance 
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crew. The third option is opportunity maintenance which involved corrective maintenance on 

demand and taking the opportunity to perform preventive maintenance at the same time. The 

last strategy from Opti-OWECS study is periodic maintenance, which involved scheduled 

visits for performing preventive maintenance, and correction maintenance could been 

performed as well and this could be done by a permanent dedicated maintenance crew (OWE, 

2008).  

3.2. Maintenance for operations and maintenance for wind turbine plant 
The maintenance does not provide only one correction operational solution (Nilsson & 

Bertling, 2007).  The structure presented below in figure 1 is the maintenance concept for 

operations and maintenance according to Swedish standard SS-EN 13 306 for maintenance 

terminology.  

Operation and maintenance procedures for wind turbine plant will take years to improve as a 

result of the  different wind turbine models, manufacturing quality control issues and as well 

as different operating environment in term of weather condition (Walford, 2006). Thus it has 

not developed its own procedures and overall rules compared to hydro power and nuclear 

power (Söderberg and Weisbach, 2008) 

The homogenous guideline on operation and maintenance on wind turbines is established in 

IEC 61400-1 (Svenska Elektriska Kommissionen, 2002) and DNV-OS-J10 (Det Norske 

Veritas, 2004). According to the Swedish standard, maintenance is divided into two main 

groups; preventive maintenance and corrective maintenance. These groups later divided into 

condition-based maintenance and predetermined maintenance (preventive maintenance), and 

deferred maintenance and emergency maintenance (corrective maintenance) (see figure 1)     
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Figure 1: Schematic figure of general Maintenance according to Swedish regulation. Source; http://www.pdf-
freedownload.com/search/view/view.php?urllink=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.his.se%2FPageFiles%2F29107%2FDag%202.pdf
&searchx=SS-EN 13306 

3.2.1. Preventive maintenance  

The preventive maintenance is carried out before fault is discovered, and it is predictable and 

scheduled (Marsh, 2007). Preventive maintenance can consist of both Condition-Based 

maintenances and predetermined maintenance (Svenska standard, 2010). Condition-Based 

Maintenance controls by schedule, request, inspection and monitoring control and if an error 

is discovered, the tasks are aimed to determine whether any major maintenance work is 

required so as to reduce corrective maintenance to a minimal level (Sörensen and Nielsen, 

2010). This can be achieved through comprehensive preventive maintenance plans and by 

using condition monitoring to identify incipient faults early so that appropriate plan action can 

be taken (Marsh, 2007). 
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3.2.1.1. Condition- based maintenance 

The Condition-Based maintenance consists of inspection and monitoring of a device‟s state of 

function (Svenska standard, 2010). This type of maintenance is based on the actual condition 

of the components and various components are exposed to deterioration process e.g. fatigue, 

wear, corrosion, and erosion, and eventually leads to failure. The source of damage and 

development of failure can be combined to an appropriate damage model that can be used to 

plan repairs in advance. When condition based maintenance are used, corrective repairs can 

still be required, if the condition based maintenance does not succeed in avoiding all failures. 

(Sörensen and Nielsen, 2010)  

Scheduled maintenance can be categorized as periodic inspections of the equipment, oil and 

filter changes, calibration and adjustment of sensors and actuators, and replacement of 

consumables such as brake pads and seals. Housekeeping and blade cleaning also belong to 

this category (Walford, 2006). The specific tasks and their frequency are usually explicitly 

defined in the maintenance manuals supplied by the turbine vendor (Walford, 2006). 

Condition-Based maintenance (CBM) is a maintenance program that recommends 

maintenance decision based on information collected through condition monitoring. It is made 

of three core phases; Data acquisition, data processing and maintenance decision-making 

(Jardine, Lin and Banjevic, 2005)  

Data acquisition is a procedure of gathering and packing valuable data (information) from 

objected physical assets for the determination of Condition-Based maintenance. Data 

acquisition contains the information on what occurred during installation, breakdown and 

overhauling.  

Condition monitoring can be explained in two different categories, such as off-line and on-

line monitoring. For offline monitoring, the machinery will be taken out of service in order to 

allow inspection by maintenance personnel. Generally these off-line inspections are scheduled 

at regular intervals and consist of routine procedures (Walford, 2006). Off-line monitoring is 

the standard practice on commercial wind turbines (Walford, 2006). On the other hand, 

Walford (2006) also described on-line monitoring as a category that provides deeper insight 

into how well the turbine subsystems are performing while rotating under load.  It can alert 

the maintenance staff to both long-term trends and short-term events that may not be obvious 

with a „spot check.‟ Secondly, on-line monitoring can be incorporated into SCADA systems 

to automatically trigger appropriate alarms and alert staff when a problem occurs. 

Condition monitoring data are for example vibration data, acoustic data, oil analysis data, 

temperature pressure, moisture, humidity weather or environmental data. In order to retrieve 

similar kinds of data, certain sensors were designed, namely; micro sensors, ultrasonic sensor, 

acoustic emission sensor etc. Wireless technologies (like blue tooth) and maintenance 

information system such as Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) are 

another solution to cost-effective data communication (Jardine et al, 2005). 

Data processing: The data cleaning is first step of data processing.  Data cleaning confirms, or 

at least rises the chance that error-free data are used for additional examination and modeling. 

Data errors could be initiated by sensor fault. In this circumstance, sensor fault separation is 

the right method to use. (Jardine et al 2005) 

3.2.1.2. Predetermined maintenance  

Predetermined maintenance is carried out in accordance with specified intervals or after a 

specified use (Svenska standard, 2010).   
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3.2.2. Corrective Maintenance 

Corrective maintenance can be explained as repairing of components when failure occurred 

and it is unexpected, unscheduled and often expensive (Marsh, 2007). Corrective maintenance 

of wind turbines can also be described as activities in response to components‟ wear and tear, 

human errors and design faults (Dunn, 2005). Failure or malfunction of a minor component 

will frequently shut down the turbine and require the attention of maintenance personnel 

(Walford, 2006). The corrective maintenance can be implemented in the form of deferred or 

emergency maintenance. (Jardine et al 2005)   

3.2.2.1. Deferred maintenance  

Corrective maintenance is being carried out immediately after the malfunction part is 

detected. It is extended in accordance with the prescribed maintenance directives (Jardine et al 

2005). 

3.2.2.2. Emergency maintenance   

In this type of maintenance, the maintenance is carried out immediately after the 

malfunctioning part is detected to avoid unacceptable problem. There will be shutting down 

of the wind turbine before the emergency maintenance can be carried out. Therefore, 

maintenance arrangement with such defected spare parts aimed at responding to an 

unscheduled stop as soon as possible (Jardine et al 2005).  

3.3. Management System 
Management system may be considered as the structure of the organization (Dalton, Todor, 

Spendolini, Fielding, & Porter, 1980). The management system has two basic functions, each 

of which is likely to affect individual behaviour and organizational performance which 

provides a foundation within which the organization functions (Dalton et al, 1980). 

Organization arrangement in terms of management system largely explains how objectives 

and policies are established and a more stable organization formation will enable the 

companies to discharge their day-to-day tasks in an organization (Hiriyappa, 2009). 

The element of organizational structuring which can be referred to as management system 

arrangement according to Dalton et al (1980) can be explained in five basic configurations 

such as simple arrangement, machine bureaucracy, professional bureaucracy, divisionalized 

form and adhocracy (Mintzberg, 1980). The arrangement focuses on the coordination of the 

division of labour of an organizational mission and the coordination of all activities will 

enhance the company to accomplish it mission in a unified way (Mintzberg, 1980). This 

coordination may also be affected by coordinating mechanisms such as direct supervision, 

standardization of work processes, standardization of outputs, standardization of skills and 

mutual adjustment (Mintzberg, 1980). 

In simple arrangement according to Mintzberg (1980), the strategic apex is the key part and 

the coordination is supervision directly and highly centralized. This type of arrangement can 

be adopted in a company with dynamic environments and also in a juvenile organization. 

In Machine Bureaucracy Company, the coordination starts primarily by the imposition of 

work standards from the techno-structure (Mintzberg, 1980). The techno-structure can be 

described as the work schedules or long-time planners in the company. In such company, a 

very large operating power is centralized and the arrangement can be found in a large 

organization with stable environment and with mass production technical systems (Mintzberg, 

1980). 
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The third form of organizational arrangement is the professional bureaucracy which relies on 

the standardization of skills in its operating core for coordination. In this type of arrangement, 

jobs are highly specialized however with an extensive training (Mintzberg, 1980). The 

organization hires highly trained specialist and they were given considerable autonomy in 

their work. They do not only control their own work but also tend to maintain collective 

control of the administrative apparatus of the organization (Mintzberg, 1980). The 

arrangement is typically practise in complex system but stable environment with technical 

systems. 

The coordination that is due to the standardization of outputs through the extensive use of 

performance control systems can be regarded as divisionalized form of organizational 

management arrangement (Mintzberg, 1980). It is found in a very large and mature 

organization. 

The last organizational arrangement form is adhocracy and in this organization, the 

coordination is primarily by mutual agreement among all parts of department especially for 

the collaboration of its support staff (Mintzberg, 1980). Jobs nature is specialized which 

involve an extensive training except little formalization and liaison devices are used. 

According to Mintzberg (1980), this arrangement can be found in a complex, dynamic 

environment and can be associated with highly sophisticated and automated technical system. 

3.4. Organizational learning process 
The principle of organizational learning and learning organization are rooted into many 

management perspectives and its practices recognize a wide range of factors. Examples are 

organization strategy, culture, structure, absorptive capacity, problem-solving ability, 

employee participation, etc. determining the learning results (Wang & Ahmed, 2003).  

Learning can also be defined as human process by which skills, knowledge, attitudes and 

experience are acquired and altered in such a way that behaviour is modified (Gibb, 1997). 

Learning can takes place both on an individual basis and at an organisational level 

representing a continuing and continuous process aimed at the acquisition of skills and 

knowledge (Stonehouse & Pemberton, 1999). 

In this paper, the definition for learning embraces the acquisition of existing, and the 

development of new knowledge, the application of knowledge, attitudes and skills in existing 

or in new contexts; all with the purpose of improving the performance and competence of the 

organization (Buckler, 1998). Learning can take place in a variety of environments, at 

different levels and exploits many approaches such as learning by interacting, learning by 

searching, learning by doing and learning by using (Kamp, Smits & Andriesse, 2004).  

Learning by interacting is suggested to increases the diffusion of technology and the network 

interactions between research institutes and policy makers generally improved (Junginger, Van 

Sark and Faaij, 2010). Learning by searching involves an improvement due to research, 

development and demonstration and it contribute to technology improvement (Junginger, Van 

Sark and Faaij, 2010).  Learning by doing involves learning based on the experience of the 

users and learning by using occurs when technology is introduced to niche markets 

(Junginger, Van Sark and Faaij, 2010). To facilitate learning, the organization‟s culture must 

nurture a climate within which learning and knowledge is highly valued, motivating 

individuals to constantly question existing practice (Stonehouse & Pemberton, 1999). For the 

purpose of this research the learning by doing approach will be further discussed because it 

involves technical know-how which is applicable to the learning process in the industry as 

well as transfer of knowledge and personnel training.  
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3.4.1. Learning – by- doing  

Learning-by-doing is one of the most simple and convenient of induced technical change and 

technological development and acquisition of experience (Berglund & Söderholm, 2006) 

According to Kamp, Smits & Andriesse (2004), learning by doing involve technical- know-

how which acquire habituated individuals skills, with organizational routines and 

manufacturing practices.  

Furthermore, during trial-and-error practical experience is gained on how to produce the 

technology and it increases the efficiency of operations (Kamp, Smits & Andriesse, 2004). 

Another important aspect of learning-by-doing is the development of „rules of thumb‟ (Kamp, 

Smits & Andriesse (2004)  

3.4.2. Transfer of Knowledge  

The transfer of knowledge in an organization involves a series of processes that facilitate 

diffusion of knowledge, replicated and sharing the knowledge according to Lang, Lin & 

Wang (2006). It can take place in different levels such as individual, group, departmental and 

organizational level (Lang, Lin & Wang, 2006). Knowledge transfer depends on four 

variables such as knowledge to be transferred, knowledge source, knowledge recipient and the 

bridge that connects both ends of knowledge transfer (Lang, Lin & Wang, 2006).  

Knowledge experts agreed that knowledge could be categorised into two different ways and 

according to Peter Feher (2006) knowledge can be classified into tacit and explicit 

knowledge. Tacit knowledge can be explained in terms of technical or cognitive knowledge. 

The technical tacit knowledge is the know-how and essential crafts and skills for a particular 

work. Moreover, tacit knowledge is personal according to Goh (2002) and it is hard to 

formalize and communicate to others. It exists in form of mental models, which make it 

generally complex, and expertise gained it over time and through person insights. The best 

means to transfer tacit knowledge is through more interpersonal means and using processes 

that are less structure for example teamwork, personal intranets, group dialogue or personal 

reflections on experiences and lessons learned (Goh, 2002).  

On the other hand, explicit knowledge by definition according to Feher (2006) can be codified 

and easily transfer from one part of the organisation to the other and it is also readily available 

in the form of documents. Moreover, explicit knowledge can be in form a written or recorded 

document in manuals, patents, reports, assessment and databases and could be readily 

codified, articulated and captured (Goh, 2002). The explicit can be transferred via technology-

driven such as information system or similar mechanisms and clearly structured and 

technology-driven approaches are need for effective knowledge transfer (Goh, 2002). In 

addition, the way of transferring knowledge depends on factors such as the nature of the 

knowledge, the organizational environment, and technology (Jensen & Meckling, 1992). 

3.4.3. Personnel Training   

Barrett & O‟Connell (2001) explained why it is essential to develop a deeper knowledge and 

understanding of the link between employer-provided training and efficiency. Training of 

employee can be described in two categories according (Barrett & O‟Connell, 2001), namely; 

general and specific training. General training is a type of training that increases efficiency by 

equal amounts in the firm where the training is provided and in other firms, while specific 

training only increases efficiency in the firm providing it (Barrett & O‟Connell, 2001). The 

categories for personnel training may depend on the company where the training is taking 

place.  
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The wind energy industry is a developing industry that needs broad training for technicians 

and personnel that are involving with all the activities in the industry.  It is necessary that 

technical staff be trained and available to maintain and operate all renewable systems installed 

so as to promote renewable energy projects (Ottinger & Williams, 2002).  An extensive 

personnel training is essential for proper maintenance and for effective fault and malfunction 

diagnosis (Walford, 2006). However, according to Walford (2006) most turbine vendors offer 

comprehensive training for their own technicians, as well for the site owner‟s personnel. 

Frequently seasoned wind site personnel will have to work either alongside with the vendor‟s 

staff during the warranty period, or will have worked as technicians themselves. Often the 

staff of equipment providers (vendor) can deliver some of this required training, but 

governments must rigorously supervise private-sector systems maintenance as well as 

operation training and performance (Ottinger & Williams, 2002). 

As a result of new technologies that are being introduced to the latest generation of wind 

turbines, the skills required by maintenance technicians have increased in scope. Hence, 

operators must make strategic decisions regarding the depth of know-how required from 

consultants and service providers when the need arises (Walford, 2006). 

3.5. Co-Management Activities 
Co-management is a means of linking different types of organization and serves the purpose 

of constituting linkages among organizational groups (Carlsson & Berkes, 2005). There are 

several tasks that can more easily be accomplished by establishing well-functioning co-

management systems according Carlsson & Berkes (2005), namely; data gathering, logistical 

decisions, allocation decisions, protection of resource from environmental damage, 

enforcement of regulations, enhancement of long-term planning, and more inclusive decision-

making.  

Knowledge partnership can be as a result of successful co-management and it is increasingly 

relies on learning-by-doing (Berkes, 2009). Individuals and groups in a co-management 

process may be influenced to learn for a range of different reasons (Armitage, Marschke & 

Plummer, 2008).  

3.6. Health and Safety procedure for Operation and Maintenance activities 

in wind power plant 
The safety procedures and practices improve day- by- day as the number of people entering 

the industry increases (Wallace & Dawson, 2009). It is nearly all wind energy operations and 

maintenance tasks are potentially hazardous. These tasks include working with machine tools, 

Cranes, electricity, performing heavy mechanical repairs, or working at heights (Wallace & 

Dawson, 2009). According to Ramakers, Verbruggen & Rademakers (2004), the following 

safety procedure was categorized into existing safety procedure and new safety procedure for 

all the activities in offshore wind turbine plant.  

3.6.1. Safety procedures  

Among the important issue when it comes to safety procedure is the licence for offshore 

activities to build and equip the turbines, such that the health and safety of personnel are 

guaranteed during installation, operations and maintenance activities (Ramakers et al, 2004). 

The licence demands to deliver safety procedures for all activities and situations and use of all 

safety equipment need to be authorised by the licensing authority. Personnel / technicians 
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need to have repeated training for the work situations and the emergency situations that can 

arise (Ramakers et al, 2004). 

3.6.2. Existing Safety Procedures (offshore) 

The existing procedures for specific activities are not yet standardised and this implies that 

each organisation or company in each country working in this area has its own set of licensed 

procedures. The methods for new safety procedures based on Ramakers et al (2004) research 

are presented below. 

However, the details for the new safety procedure in this industry such as procedures for 

boats, helicopters, overnight work and emergency situation can be better understood by 

referring to Ramakers et al (2004) research. 
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4. Empirical findings and Analysis  

4.1.    Findings 
The European Wind AB launched Lillgrund project in 1997 and the Vattenfall bought it in 

2004. The construction of Lillgrund wind farm started in March 2006, and the operation 

begun in December 2007. As at that time, it was the world‟s third largest wind power park at 

sea, and the first major offshore wind park in Sweden. Lillgrund wind plant consists of 48 

wind turbines with a total capability of 110 MW. Vattenfall Vindkraft AB is the owner of 

wind turbine generators and Siemens was assigned to take care of all the maintenance 

activities in conjunctions with the technicians of Vattenfall, at a specific ratio for the first 5 

years of the plant operation.  

Siemens together with Vattenfall are responsible for maintenance of the turbine in Lillgrund 

during the first 5 years of operation, and a strategic decision taken by both companies will 

result in gradual taking over of service and maintenance by Vattenfall personnel in a certain 

period of time.  

Siemens AB wind signed 5 years contract for the operation and maintenance of the plant with 

Vattenfall Company, which is the owner of the plant. Siemens wind and Pihl-Hochtief joint 

venture carried out the installation work at Lillgrund wind plant. Pihl-Hochtief distributed the 

groundwork and Siemens carried all equipment linked to the wind turbines and electrical 

system.  

The 110MW installation is expected to generate about 330GW/h per year, and it is expected 

to power about 60,000 homes. The wind power plant in Lillgrund uses 48 SWT-2.3-93 

turbines which is a flexible speed variety of Siemens‟ standard SWT- 2.3-82, with a larger 

rotor and better sites with moderate wind speeds 

Lillgrund is a very exciting project that will strengthen Siemens‟ leading position in offshore 

wind power, Siemens do not only responsible for wind turbines but also for the integration of 

the entire electrical infrastructure.  

4.1.1.   Management system for Operations and Maintenance in Lillgrund 
The operation and maintenance system at Lillgrund consists of a mixed organizational 

management system with a site manager from Vattenfall, a service manager from Siemens, a 

planning engineer from Vattenfall, a stock keeper from Siemens and technicians from both 

Vattenfall and Siemens.  Björn Öhnarp is the service manager for Siemens AB wind power in 

Lillgrund wind plant. The Vattenfall group comprises 5-7 service technician, a planning 

engineer and a manager. 

 Service manager is responsible for service and maintenance in the plant  

 Site manager is responsible for personnel and overall operation, checklist for 

inspection round and also responsible for quality and environmental responsibility, 

government relations and issues of safety and security HSE. 

 Planning engineer is responsible for the coordination of technicians‟ works and act as 

depute site manager and also in charge of the operation monitoring, planning, 

prioritizing and deputy -site manager. 

 Stock keeper is in charge of logistic of spare parts materials and tools that engineers 

need for scheduled maintenance and they also supported the technicians. 

 Technicians are responsible for the service and maintenance work and they work in 

teams of two at least, with a mechanic and an electrician in each team. 
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Figure 2: The model for management system in Lillgrund 

4.1.1.1. Preventive Maintenance  

Preventive Maintenance can be described as the replacement of components and fixing up of 

a part within the main turbine in order to prolong the lifespan of the turbine. Periodic 

inspections of the equipment, oil and filter changes, calibration and adjustment of sensors and 

actuators, and replacement of consumables such as brake pads and seals and as well as blade 

cleaning could also be categorised as preventive maintenance.  

Preventive (schedule) maintenance is done once in a year and during this time; the turbine 

will be stop one after the other, starting from one end to the other. The yearly preventive 

maintenance always starts from April and end in September every year. On each turbine, it 

takes up to a week or 100hours to complete maintenance work on each turbine. This is based 

on the following statement; 

The turbine that is being undergoing preventive maintenance at that particular time will be 

shut down during the day for the maintenance and it will be restarted during the night and it 

continues like that on every other turbine… (Björn Öhnarp, service manager) 

The crew of 2 or 3 people both from Vattenfall and Siemens will work on each turbine and 

these people will be working only during the working hours for the maintenance activities. 
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Vattenfall in Klagshamn 

and Esbjerg    
Siemens in Lillgrund 

and Denmark   

Emergency 

Maintenance     
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During the yearly preventive maintenance works, every other part in the turbine will be 

inspected and any faulty part will be immediately replaced. 

The employee in Lillgrund wind plant did not work for 24hours, their schedule for daily work 

is between 7.00am till 6.00pm including weekends and if any turbine stops working after the 

closing time, it will not be attended to until the following morning. During this period, there 

will definitely be loss of energy but the loss will not have a great impact compared to the cost 

of having people to be working over the night. The following statement testifies to that. 

In most cases in the past, it may not more than three turbines that stop working over the night. 

It has never happened to have failure of four or more turbines over the night and most 

turbines failure has no effect on the availability of power supplied, hence there is no need for 

the cost of having people working overnight. (Björn Öhnarp, service manager) 

The working condition of all the turbines in Lillgrund power plant are monitoring separately 

by both Vattenfall (in Klagshamn and Esbjerg) and Siemens (in Lillgrund and Denmark). 

They both use Web-WPS SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) system as 

their monitoring device to monitor all turbines in the plant. The device offers remote control 

that uses range of variety objects for collecting information and reports it to a standard 

internet Web browser. The system presents electrical and mechanical data, operation and fault 

position, and meteorological data and grid data. (See figure 3)  

Lillgrund power plant is being monitored for 24 hours/7 days, and during daytime it is 

monitored locally from Lillgrund (from Klagshamn) and in the nights and weekends, the 

operation is monitored from Denmark (from operations center in Esbjerg). Collected data 

from monitoring device will be sent to both company and if a malfunction is detected, the 

appropriate measure will be taken by officer in charge at that particular time.      

 

Figure 3: Typical remote network diagram.  Source: http://www.radiolocman.com/review/article.html?di=67528  

The Trellis Coded Modulation (TCM) system allows highly efficient transmission of 

information over band-limited channels, such as telephone lines and transmits out particular 

http://www.radiolocman.com/review/article.html?di=67528
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condition diagnostics on main turbine components constantly and in real time. TCM also 

signify early warning of potential component failures by constant vibration ranges with earlier 

recognized position ranges.  The TCM system has numerous alarm stages, from data through 

warning level to turbine blackout.  A reliable control network with a SCADA system can 

significantly make simpler task of managing and controlling a wind turbine plant. The 

following figure shows typical wind turbine control network plant. (See figure 4) 

 

Figure 4: Trellis Coded Modulation (TCM) system. Source: http://www.radiolocman.com/review/article.html?di=67528  

Apart from the monitoring personnel in Denmark that monitor all the turbines overnight, 

Lillgrund wind plant have a control system during the day that monitor all the turbines with 

sensors to monitor machine parameters such as temperatures, speeds, fluid levels, line phase 

imbalance, voltage levels, and tower vibration. This level of monitoring is used to verify that 

the turbines are operating correctly and that the lubrication and cooling systems are 

functioning in safety condition. The monitoring systems being used are vibration monitors 

and the fluid contamination monitors. Vibration monitoring is used to detect faults in the 

bearings and gearing while fluid contamination monitoring is used to detect the presence of 

Ferro-magnetic debris, which is an indicative of wear particles from rolling or rubbing contact 

and also for evaluating the cleanliness of fluids used.  

4.1.1.2. Corrective Maintenance  

Malfunction or failure of a minor component will frequently resulted to shutting down of the 

turbine and it requires corrective maintenance activities. This is of high priority for 

continuous operation of turbine plants as revealed by the following statement. 

In order to avert failure to occur we do corrective maintenance during the yearly preventive 

maintenance (Björn Öhnarp, service manager) 

In an emergency situation and with coordination with Vattenfall, the team assigned for the 

task will respond immediate following problem notification. The boats have been used for 

crew transportation from the company to the plants were equipped with tool and turbine 

components box. 

http://www.radiolocman.com/review/article.html?di=67528
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There different teams that are working every week and 1 team will be assigned for any 

emergency work per week. As regards to emergency and monitoring of the turbine for 

24hours and 7 days, Siemens wind turbine AB in Sweden works incorporate with Siemens in 

Denmark and these people are monitoring Siemens wind turbine all over the world (Björn 

Öhnarp, service manager)   

They also know the team that will be responsible for emergency work for the week in case if 

there is any need to contact them or the officer in charge of the wind turbine. Since they work 

all the days and nights, they have the opportunity for an effective monitoring of all the 

turbines and they usually made contact via email or SMS. 

4.1.2. Categorise of personnel 
In order to implement and maintain co-management arrangements, varieties of skills and 

resources are necessary for the  offshore management activities in Lillgrund power plant. This 

co-management activity was employed in order to describe an existence of dynamic 

partnership between the two companies. This also involves using of the capacities and 

interests of the Siemens groups in managing cross-section activities in cooperation with 

Vattenfall. 

There is no official industrial standard for technical education and training of wind turbine 

technician but Siemens have distinct systems where the technicians are separated into skill 

stages. The two most important stages are:   

 Level seven: A technician allowed to work freely within the wind turbine 

 Lead technician: A technician with long knowledge of O & M of the particular type of 

wind turbine and who is able to lead the work. 

 

Wind turbine plant in Lillgrund is divided into physical zones, which depend on the levels of 

competence. New technicians start at a lower level in order to eventually achieve the level 7 

and have permission to work freely in the wind turbines in all zones. Lead technician is the 

most experienced technician that works with the turbine while level seven is the next most 

experienced employee. The wind turbines are separated into zones and technician also work 

in the different zone based on experience and levels. The least employee with little or no 

experience is level one and cannot work freely without the support of either level seven or 

lead technician. The level of the employee increases with the educational level, training and 

working experience in the field. A new technician is allocated to work in a specific zone 

within the wind turbine.  

The technicians at wind power plants at sea acquire knowledge in two different perspectives, 

namely: general knowledge to work at sea, as life rescue, maritime safety, climbing and 

fighting, and as well as knowledge of technology and equipment for the specific wind farm.  

4.1.3.  Learning process  
Maintenance activities in the company can be categorised into different ways such as 

preventive, corrective, monitoring and emergence maintenance. The operation & maintenance 

strategy defined in Lillgrund wind power plant are based on a gradual taking over of operation 

& maintenance activities by Vattenfall O&M personnel. Siemens will be responsible for 

maintenance of Lillgrund during the first 5 years and during this period, Vattenfall will work 

together with Siemens and Vattenfall will build up its own maintenance group for Lillgrund 

plant. In the first 3 years, Vattenfall technicians are supposed to form 30 % of the total 

number of maintenance technicians while the 70 % will be from Siemens. In the fourth and 
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fifth year, the ratio of personnel from both companies should be 50: 50 (see the process of the 

gradual taking over of operation & maintenance activities below).  

 

Figure 5:  The ratio of personnel for operation and maintenance in Lillgrund plant  

  

Mathematically, 

N = Ns 
(i) 

+ Nv
(i)  

  …………………………………........................................    equation 1 

Where N = Total number of maintenance technicians 

            Ns = Total number of maintenance technicians supplied by Siemens 

            Nv = Total number of maintenance technicians supplied by Vattenfall 

             i = the year of interest 
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4.1.4.  Health, Safety and Environmental Management (HSE) 

Siemens and Vattenfall management in Lillgrund are working for safety of all employees. The 

HSE management plan describes the specific requirements for work conducted within 

Lillgrund wind plant. The reporting of HSE data at Lillgrund is included in the HSE plan for 

Lillgrund.  

Among the responsibilities for this section is to describe the service organization and 

responsibilities of Vattenfall and Siemens. In order to achieve a minimum level of 

competence, trainings are organized especially for technical personnel. 

Risk assessments also need to be performed before the work can be undertaken and all work 

instructions and safety methods are based on the risk assessment. According to the service 

manager: 

This section orientate the technician about the risk that is attach to their work and what and 

what they should avoid during maintenance activities and whenever they resume for work 

every time. (Björn Öhnarp, service manager)  

The details of their work instruction will be well communicated to all the crew before going 

to the offshore location. Additional instructions are given regarding marine activities and 

work activities combined with risk and risk limitations. As a result of personnel safety, two-

person crew is generally required for any up-tower activity. 
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4.2. Analysis  
In this part of the paper, theoretical framework will assist the researchers to analyse all the 

findings with respect to the current situation in wind turbine plant, especially in Lillgrund 

plant. This analysis will be structured in such a way that comparison will be made with the 

existing management system, for operations and maintenance, including the Swedish standard 

for wind turbine plant, and organizational management system for operations and 

maintenance in Lillgrund. 

4.2.1. Management System for Operations and Maintenance in Lillgrund  
Before proceed with the research work in the company, both researchers had little knowledge 

that Siemens is part of the management for operation & maintenance activities in lillgrund 

plant, and this information interested the researchers to aim to find out at what proportion can 

effective transfer of the technical knowledge of operation and maintenance since Siemens is 

the turbine vendor and Vattenfall is the plant‟s owner. According to Walford (2006), most 

turbine vendors‟ offer comprehensive training for their own technicians, as well for the site 

owner‟s personnel and the arrangement for operation and maintenance activities at Lillgrund 

consists of a mixed organization in order to acquire a more comprehensive training from 

Siemens. After the research work, researchers are able to find out that despite the different 

management system in many companies according to Mintzberg (1980), the management 

system of Vattenfall group can be related to the professional bureaucracy since it was 

organized in a way to accommodate Siemens experts and the co-management activities has a 

positive effect on the effectiveness of the O&M activities in the Lillgrund wind power plant. 

In addition, the wind site personnel will have worked either alongside the supplier‟s staff 

during the warranty period, or will have worked as technicians themselves.  

The management system in Lillgrund might have been compared with another form of 

arrangement that is adhocracy since it involved coordination by mutual agreement among all 

staffs but the structuring cannot be associated with automated technical system as it has been 

described by Mintzberg (1980).  

The O&M department has been organized with the inclusion of the personnel from both 

companies to carry out the maintenance work (See figure 2). Although the model is similar to 

the schematic figure of general maintenance according to Swedish regulation however the 

model in the figure 2 included the human resource description for the maintenance department 

in the Lillgrund wind power plant. The ratio of the work force will be determined by the 

service manager from Siemens, because he has been given autonomy in this department. 

According Mintzberg (1980), Siemens are not only control their own work but also tend to 

maintain collective control of the administrative apparatus of the organization in O&M 

activities, since the management system that exist in Lillgrund is professional bureaucracy.  

In reference to the Swedish standard, Maintenance can be divided into two main groups; 

preventive maintenance and corrective maintenance and the two groups can also divided into 

sub groups such as condition- based maintenance and predetermined maintenance (sub groups 

for preventive maintenance), and deferred maintenance and emergency maintenance (sub 

groups for corrective maintenance) and Marsh (2007) also described maintenance to be 

divided into preventive and corrective.  
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Preventive (schedule) maintenance in Lillgrund plant is done once in a year and during this 

time, the maintenance always starts from April and end in September every year. Marsh 

(2007) explained preventive maintenance to be predictable and scheduled, while corrective 

maintenance involved repairing things when they go wrong which can be categorised as 

unexpected, unscheduled and often expensive. 

Lillgrund monitors separately by both Vattenfall (in Klagshamn and Esbjerg) and Siemens (in 

Lillgrund and Denmark), they both use Web-WPS SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data 

Acquisition) system as theirs monitoring device to monitor all turbines in the plant. Walford 

(2006) explained two different categories for condition monitoring such off-line and on-line 

monitoring. The online monitoring was adopted in Lillgrund because the off-line monitoring 

is for standard practice which is for on commercial wind turbines while on-line monitoring 

provides deeper insight into how well the turbine subsystems are performing and secondly, 

on-line monitoring can be incorporated into SCADA systems to automatically trigger 

appropriate alarms and alert staff when a problem occurs.  

A reliable control network with a SCADA system significantly makes the task of managing 

and controlling a wind turbine plant simpler. The figure 3 shows typical wind turbine control 

network plant monitoring and by the use of SCADA for inspections and control of the 

equipment, oil and faulty turbine of certain online plays a vital role for assessment of 

effectiveness for monitoring system of operation and maintenance offshore wind power plant. 

The process of using SCADA device has been specified in the maintenance manuals supplied 

by the turbine manufacturer and the adoption can be described as technological advance way 

in which turbines are being monitored according to Walford (2006). 

The responsible for emergency work for the week schedule is always available and in case if 

there is any need to contact the monitoring unit since they work all the days and nights and 

they have the opportunity for an effective monitoring of all the turbines and according to 

Swedish standard the collected data from monitoring device will be sent to appropriate unit 

and if a malfunction is detected, the emergency needs will be attended to be with measures. 

4.2.2. Personnel Training and Responsibilities 
Model of the management system in the Lillgrund (see figure 2) described how certain 

positions were allocated to various personnel from both companies. The position allocated to 

each company was as a result of their previous experience in the industry, starting from 

Siemens personnel role such as Service manager, which will be responsible for upgrading 

services to the existing fleet. It also communicates major service, operational, and safety risks 

issues to other managers. These tasks can only be performed effectively by experienced 

personnel in the industry. The Stock keeper who works closely with the site manager to 

manage the safety storage and distribution of all the consumables parts and tools, is allocated 

for Siemens personnel, because there is need for this person to be familiar with specific 

required parts in case of any turbine malfunction. 

Both site manager and planning engineer are staffs of Vattenfall because the two positions 

have a lot to do with some vital information for the plant owner. In respect of this, the 

personnel from Vattenfall are in better position to carry out the responsibilities. The site 

manager demonstrates leadership in communicating business goals, programs and processes 

for business segment. It roles also include the development and execution of company 

objectives, and the ability to effect short-term and some long-term business goals. The 

planning engineer can also work as assistant to site manager to develop budgets, training 
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programs and reports to assure that sites operate to their maximum efficiencies. Both Siemens 

and Vattenfall personnel made up of the technicians on certain percentage and Siemens have 

higher percentage at the initial stage of the plant operation due to the exposure and experience 

of their technicians. 

Learning culture in the organisation, where varieties of skills and resources are necessary, 

facilitates the training of personnel in co-management arrangements in the case of offshore 

power plant in lillgrund. According to Stonehouse & Pemberton (1999) the organization‟s 

culture must nurture a climate within which learning and knowledge are highly valued, 

motivating individuals to constantly question existing practice, thereby advancing and 

enhancing the competences of the organization. 

A comprehensive personnel training is needed for proper maintenance and techniques to 

diagnose malfunction (Walford, 2006) as nearly all wind energy operations and maintenance 

tasks are potentially hazardous. In this case, the educational level, training and working 

experience of personnel in the field need to be improved. In addition, Ottinger & Williams 

(2002) suggested that frequently, the staff of equipment providers (i.e. vendor) could conduct 

some of these required training programme, and with the supervision of government‟s 

agencies to the coordination of activities of private sectors‟ systems maintenance, as well as 

operation training and performance. 

The technicians working in wind power plants at sea acquire knowledge in two different 

perspectives, such as a general knowledge to work at sea as life rescuer, maritime safety, 

climbing and fighting. And as well as the knowledge of technology and equipment for the 

specific wind farm. Since the activity of vendors in the wind energy industry expands quickly, 

it may be important even in the contracts, to specify the number of technicians to be offered a 

place each year in the providers‟ (Siemens) projected estimation. From the view of Jensen & 

Meckling (1992), specific knowledge that is required for the operation and maintenance 

during the personnel training can be related to knowledge of technology for specific industry, 

such as wind energy industry. 

4.2.3. Co-management and Learning Process   
By linking the empirical findings with the theoretical framework, the researchers will be able 

to establish the relationship on the subject concerning management system, co-management, 

learning process and knowledge transfer. The authors are able to find some important facts 

that give an interesting insight in the exciting factors for the use of co-management in the 

management system for the operation and maintenance of offshore wind power plant.  

The co-management system in the Lillgrund plant was able to achieve certain tasks easily 

such as data gathering, logistical decisions, enforcement of regulations, and decision-making, 

due to the fact that both companies have set goals to achieve. Both parties in a co-

management process are influenced to collaborate for a range of different reasons (Armitage, 

Marschke & Plummer, 2008). In the case of Siemens (as the turbine vendor), they are given 

the autonomy to take some decisions to enable the management system in the organization to 

be more effective.  Siemens is also focusing on how different management tasks are organized 

and certain tasks are distributed concentrating on the functions of each department. On the 

other hand, Vattenfall has shows their wiliness to acquire knowledge during the co-

management process. 

Learning process during operation and maintenance in offshore wind power plant plays a vital 

role on how operations and maintenance of the plant will be effective and also help to 
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increase the number of skilled technicians, which has been among the major challenges the 

industry, is facing in the recent time (Marsh, 2007). The process of the gradual taking over of 

operation & maintenance activities by Vattenfall is understandable because the key part of 

professional bureaucracy system is the standardization of skills in its operating core 

(Mintzberg, 1980) and this can only be achieved in a gradual process. Referring to figure 5, it 

shows how the ratio of Vattenfall personnel increases with years, in the first 3 years of the 

maintenance work the ratio was kept constant at 70 %: 30 % for Siemens and Vattenfall 

respectively. This is due to the use of skills and knowledge, which can only be learned with 

number of years and it will later become the standard operating procedures of the 

organization. 

From equation 1, between the 1
st
 3years of O&M in the plant, if the technicians required are 

10 personnel, Ns must be 7 and Nv must be 3 according to the equation 1.  

For both 4
th

 and 5
th

 year of O&M in the plant, both company will have equal number of 

technicians and if 10 personnel are required for the maintenance activities, Ns must equal to 

Nv (that is Ns = Nv = 5). 

After the 5
th

 year of O&M in the plant, the total number of Ns will be zero, hence Nv = 10 if 

the required technicians are 10. Therefore, the number of Ns tends to zero as the number of 

years of operation and maintenance in the Lillgrund wind power plant increases. 

The management system for operation & maintenance in Lillgrund that enhance how 

Vattenfall will take over the operation & maintenance activities was parts of their 

organizational learning policies, and according to Hiriyappa (2009) who explained that 

management system largely explains how objectives and policies will be established. This 

arrangement will enable the companies to discharge their day to day tasks in an organization 

(Hiriyappa, 2009) 

The process of learning-by-doing enables Siemens to transfer the knowledge of operation and 

maintenance in Lillgrund to the Vattenfall personnel and Kamp, Smits & Andriesse (2004), 

also have the same view stating that during learning by doing, know-how is acquired and the 

know-how resides in individuals, organizational routines and manufacturing practices.  

The activity of Siemens in the wind energy industry expands quickly due to technological 

advancement in the industry day-by-day, and the approached for knowledge transfer depend 

certain factors such as the nature of the knowledge, the organizational environment, and 

technology (Jensen & Meckling, 1992). 

4.2.4. Health, Safety and Environmental management (HSE) 
In order to achieve a minimum level of competence there are various numbers of training that 

will be organized and which must be fulfilled. Ramakers, Verbruggen & Rademakers (2004), 

have suggested that technicians need to have repeated training for the work situations and the 

emergency situations so as to increase their level of competence.  

Risk assessments need to be performed before the work can be undertaken and all work 

instructions and safety methods are supposed to be based on the risk assessment but according 

to Ramakers, Verbruggen & Rademakers (2004), the procedures for specific activities are not 

yet standardised. This is due to lack of law the procedures are connected with the license for 

exploitation. This depends very much on each organisation or company in each country with 

its own set of licensed procedures.  
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The issue of health, safety and environmental management in the lillgrund plant has been 

effective due to the fact that the experience of Siemens as turbine vendor during installation, 

operation and maintenance activities in wind power plant have assisted them to easily assess 

the risk in newly installed wind power plant. Management system, functions, and information 

sharing during the co-management are contributing to the successful management of HSE 

integration in the lillgrund plant.  Moreover, due to the Siemens personnel skills and 

experience in the business of wind power plant, it has assisted the co-management for 

ensuring that an adequate system is in place to carry out work safely and in an 

environmentally responsible manner. 
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5. Conclusions and implications 
This part covers the final reflections of this thesis and proposal for upcoming research.   

5.1. Conclusion          
This study was carried out in order to answer our research questions that were stated in the 

introductory part of this thesis as; 

“At what proportion can effective transfer of the technical knowledge of operation and 

maintenance from Siemens Wind AB to the Vattenfall personnel be at best interest of the 

latter?” 

“Does an effective time-dependent proportionality exist for a gradual transfer of the technical 

knowledge of operation and maintenance from Siemens Wind AB to the Vattenfall 

personnel?” 

In accordance with the aim of this work, the researchers have explored through interview, the 

management system for operation and maintenance and the importance of the learning 

process in the offshore wind power plant in Lillgrund. The research has given the researchers 

a good understanding that co-management play an important role in the learning process and 

knowledge transfer. Furthermore, it also clarify how the role of each companies have 

influenced the improvement of wind power business processes and the effect of the 

collaboration in promoting the wind power energy output on a global level in the wind power 

industry.  

From the analysis section, the information has given the authors an opportunity to analyze in 

depth Lillgrund plant as a case study company and to end up with two main factors that help 

both companies to achieve their set goals. These two factors have assisted the researchers to 

describe at what proportion can effective transfer of the technical knowledge of operation and 

maintenance be at best interest in the offshore wind power plant and as well as how this 

management system facilitate the knowledge transfer in the Lillgrund plant, which has been 

presented in the analyzes section. The flexibility in the management system of Vattenfall, 

which allows the co-management activities with personnel of Siemens to take some decisions 

on their own during this period, is an importance factor. This may be difficult in a situation 

where the management system of the collaborating companies is not flexible. There are 

different kinds of skills and knowledge that are necessary for the co-management to be more 

effective, and the case of Lillgrund is not exceptional, Siemens have demonstrated their 

knowledge and competence in the perspective of human resource management. The other 

factor is the manner of transferring the required tacit knowledge from Siemens to Vattenfall 

personnel, which has been demonstrated as one of the suitable ways to transfer knowledge. 

This way of knowledge transfer that is the co-management arrangement has been a 

stimulating mechanism for the gradual taking over of operation & maintenance activities was 

among the new findings.  

The basic competence areas that are of common usefulness to both companies in wind 

industries involve material and manpower skills. It is obvious from the analysis that the 

transferable manpower skills of Siemens technicians would need to be directed by 

experienced wind turbine engineers within the company so that quantifiable skills will be 

increase in the industry. 
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According to our analysis, it has been revealed that both companies will gain a lot in co-

management arrangements. Since variety of skills and resources are necessary in the offshore 

in order to facilitate learning culture, co-management is a good method of knowledge transfer 

and taking over of operations. The learning effects in practice can be signific7ant 

opportunities, which other firms in the industry can learn from as the many investors come 

into the industry. It was discovered that in the next one year, the Vattenfall would be in full 

control of the operations and maintenance activities of the offshore plant in Lillgrund, thus the 

management system of operations and maintenance activities in Lillgrund plant has 

influenced the Vattenfall‟s personnel skills. This will give Siemens a good reputation and 

additional experience in the wind power industry. The arrangement is achievable since 

Siemens aspire for constructive and long-standing relationships with their customer based on 

trust, respect and honesty while Vattenfall is aiming to be the partner of choice for their 

suppliers at the same time satisfying their internal customers. The provision for this training 

will also enable Siemens to strengthen their relationship with Vattenfall in this industry as 

many other wind turbine vendors come into the wind power industry.  

However, there is good reason to believe that the two companies could also work together in 

future so as to provide substantial support to offshore wind farm development in the Lillgrund 

plant. The partnership between Vattenfall and Siemens is not a long time strategy and 

therefore they have a temporary organisational management system during this period. Our 

theoretical model shows the dynamics of the technical relationship between the two allies. In 

particular, we have been able to specifically relate the contribution of each partner to the total 

technical capability needed for the continuous operation of the offshore wind turbine. It is our 

belief that the model for the personnel ratio will satisfy the required needs. 

In order to improve profitability and value creation as a fundamental prerequisite for 

continued growth for Vattenfall, the co-management relation will help Vattenfall to design the 

composition of the production portfolio towards more environmentally sustainable energy 

production since Siemens maintain close relations with their customers and develop a large 

part of their portfolio in collaboration with them, frequently on site.  

Thus, the thesis has proved that an effective time-dependent proportionality exists for a 

gradual transfer of the technical knowledge of operation and maintenance from Siemens Wind 

AB to the Vattenfall personnel. The Vattenfall‟s management strategy regarding operation 

and maintenance is based on learning and gradual takeover and knowledge transfer of 

operation and maintenance from Siemens experts to vattenfall‟s technicians. This includes 

gaining expertise from Siemens, in order to enhance skills in Vattenfall and to gain a robust 

international influence for future investment. 

Also this study has provided more information and knowledge about co-management 

activities in the wind turbine industry. Such collaborative activities will surely enhance 

technician acumen of the participating partners.  

It is recommended for the actors to analyze and integrate the strategy and practice in such a 

way that will increase the level of transformation in the industry. 

 

5.2 Future research   
For further research, it would be interesting in the future to go deeper to investigate more 

interesting aspects in the wind power industry. There are a lot of things need to be done in 

many aspects in this industry such as improvements in vessels used, landing stages on the 
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offshore wind turbine structures (for helicopters), and transport and safety procedures.  

The future of offshore wind plant offer new challenges and this research can function as a 

platform for further research along the same lines, such as more studies on the effort to 

identify opportunities for improving reliability.   

Moreover, in order to increase the availability of skilled technician in this industry, other way 

of transferring tacit knowledge should be investigated. 

It would be a great opportunity to study the management system for more actors in the 

industry so as to know the influence of it on personnel training and as well as knowledge 

transfer.  

As the offshore wind energy projects increase in number, the lack of regulations for safety 

procedures in different countries need to be investigated so as to ensure that health, safety, 

and environmental risk were managed within acceptable levels. 
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